Museums tend to cope with a tension resulting from a conflict between their mission to disseminate the information about museum objects and the necessity to limit access to object representations/ digital reproductions. Resolving this tension involves increasing knowledge on how museums imagine providing permissions to publish digital reproduc-tions of their objects in an open access publication. The paper discusses the results of an experiment where a part of Russian museums provided digital reproductions and permis-sions to promote their institutions in an academic settings.
Introduction
Suppose open access to museum images in the public domain and the transparency of workflows could be an indicator for the transparency of information kept at public institutions all over the world. Suppose societies the right of the public to get access to high resolution digital images in the public domain is getting more and more valuable as numerous images are being digitized at various cultural institutions.
'On the one hand, the museum has a primary objective of informing the public about art and opening opportunities to understand and appreciate creative works. On the other hand, museums often feel the pressure to set restrictions that ultimately limit access and confine uses of art images. Policies reveal much about how museums choose to resolve this tension' (Crews 2012 ).
However, declared museum policies and their relation to copyright law might be one thing, while museum practice related to digital rights and permissions may be quite different. This A starting point towards shuffling museum images to arrange research datasets might be a university library collection of images licensed from national and international museum.
We sent enquiries to 182 Russian museums asking them to provide images for a digital collection of selected museum objects from historical and fine arts museums to be stored at the Research Library of Siberian Federal University.
We also asked them to provide objects' metadata and permissions either to access images from university computers or permit open access to the images. Another option was keeping images in the library collection database and providing access after a formal enquiry. The answers and models specifying terms and conditions to use images provided a set to analyze how museums imagine this interaction and find out whether museum community embraced a new model of a digital scholarly publication with its visual materials sourced from museums.
We argue that the notion of control, that is 'getting credit and promoting the host institution' (Kelly 2013 ), might be a major factor influencing the decisions of museum staff to provide free images.
Contrary to the opinion that museums are very much against sharing images from their collections, Russian provincial museums may be quite cooperative and we demonstrate this through our experiment where we received permissions to use images for an educational project at a university library and we did not have to pay fees. (1996) . It says that no copying of museum images is allowed without the prior written permission of museum senior administration.
Research on Getting
Real life work flow might be 1) a museum director gets a letter from an individual or a company, 2) they approve the request providing instructions whether it is going to be 'fee or free' policy, 3) a copy of the letter goes to the chief curator to get their approval, 4) the chief curator sends another copy to a departmental curator to find suitable objects, still another copy goes to the department of marketing to arrange a 'fee or free' agreement, still another copy goes to digital images department to find an image or to make necessary photos (Vorobyeva, 2016) . His study is about researching museum policies collected from their web sites. It would be quite difficult to make a conclusion about Russian museum policies from written evidence as 1) few museums publish policies on their web sites; 2) the Russian law on museum collections is expected to govern museum actions, and 3) practices may differ from written museum policies. This was the reason why we decided to address this issue studying museums' responses to requests. This, of course, limits our results to educational projects carried out at large federal universities.
Given the Russian national legislation
emphasizes the importance of a written permission to get a copy/publish digital images, we wrote a detailed request (we asked for 10 images from each museum) and printed it out on the Siberian Federal University's letter head. The letter was addressed to museum directors (each time with a specific name which had to be found on the web). We received 44 responses to our request.
Forty responses expressed consent to participate in the project and prepare images, metadata and a written permission. The response rate of 24% was much higher than it was anticipated considering lower response rates for some other studies which involve answering questions or providing information . 
Participant analysis
As shown in Fig. 3 , most respondents (27 museums or 68% of respondents) were large provincial museums with the number of visitors ranging from 63, 000 to around 700, 000 a year. Four largest museums in this group were major tourist attractions near Moscow and Saint Petersburg. The two museums representing Russian capitals were large museums, with around 1 million visitors a year for a museum in Saint Petersburg to around 6 million visitors a year for a museum in Moscow.
Sixteen museums out of forty respondents were the museums of fine art (40%), the rest were historical museums (Fig. 4) . They were founded between 1864 and 1994, a third of museums were established in the first half of the twentieth century, about a quarter (12 museums) were founded in the nineteenth century, the rest of them were newer museums.
In terms of geography (see Fig. 3 Eleven museums agreed to participate in the project but they did not send any images or documents specifying their policies (see Fig. 5 ) either because they were overcommitted or because, in the words of a chief curator, it was a great responsibility to select suitable images to represent their museum. As shown in Fig. 6 , a half of museums (13 institutions in the sample) preferred to permit 
Policies analysis

Image Analysis
At the time of writing, twenty two museums Image capture quality was tolerable for three quarters of the museums. Images that were not cropped came from the six museums in the sample (Fig. 7) . However, it was quite rare that digital copies were free of glare, presented a thoroughly chosen background, demonstrated calibrated light or were, indeed professional.
Future educational projects may be recommended to accompany their requests with a detailed guide on image capture. This, however, may put at risk the very possibility of receiving images as few provincial museums have skilled staff and technical equipment to provide highquality pictures.
Conclusion
We have developed and applied a new approach to find out what policies Russian museums follow when collaborating with universities to build a visual scholarly edition. The method has 
